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PAPER

Paraphrase Lattice for Statistical Machine Translation∗

Takashi ONISHI†a), Masao UTIYAMA†, Nonmembers, and Eiichiro SUMITA†, Member

SUMMARY Lattice decoding in statistical machine translation (SMT)
is useful in speech translation and in the translation of German because it
can handle input ambiguities such as speech recognition ambiguities and
German word segmentation ambiguities. In this paper, we show that lattice
decoding is also useful for handling input variations. “Input variations”
refers to the differences in input texts with the same meaning. Given an
input sentence, we build a lattice which represents paraphrases of the input
sentence. We call this a paraphrase lattice. Then, we give the paraphrase
lattice as an input to a lattice decoder. The lattice decoder searches for the
best path of the paraphrase lattice and outputs the best translation. Experi-
mental results using the IWSLT dataset and the Europarl dataset show that
our proposed method obtains significant gains in BLEU scores.
key words: statistical machine translation, lattice decoding, paraphrasing,
paraphrase lattice

1. Introduction

Lattice decoding in SMT is useful in speech translation [1]
and in the translation of German [2]. In speech translation,
by using lattices that represent not only 1-best result but also
other possibilities of speech recognition, we can take into
account the ambiguities of speech recognition. Thus, the
translation quality for lattice inputs is better than the quality
for 1-best inputs.

In this paper, we show that lattice decoding is also use-
ful for handling input variations. “Input variations” refers
to the differences in input texts with the same meaning. For
example,

“Is there a beauty salon?” and
“Is there a beauty parlor?”

have the same meaning with variations being “beauty sa-
lon” and “beauty parlor”. Since these variations are fre-
quently found in natural language texts, mismatches of the
expressions in input sentences and the expressions in train-
ing corpus lead to a decrease in translation quality.

Therefore, we propose a novel method that can han-
dle input variations using paraphrases of input sentences and
lattice decoding. In the proposed method, we regard a given
input sentence as one of many variations (1-best). Given
an input sentence, we build a lattice which represents para-
phrases of that input sentence. We call this a paraphrase
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lattice. Then, we give the paraphrase lattice as an input for
a lattice decoder. The lattice decoder searches for the best
path of the paraphrase lattice and outputs the best transla-
tion. By using paraphrases of input sentences, we can trans-
late expressions which are not found in the training corpus
on the condition that paraphrases of them are found in the
training corpus. Moreover, by using lattice decoding, we
can employ a source-side language model as a decoding fea-
ture. Since this feature is affected by the source-side context,
the lattice decoder can select an appropriate paraphrase and
translate correctly.

This paper is organized as follows: Related works on
lattice decoding and paraphrasing are presented in Sect. 2.
The proposed method is described in Sect. 3. Experimental
results on IWSLT dataset and Europarl dataset are shown in
Sect. 4. Finally, the paper is concluded with a summary and
a few directions for future work in Sect. 5.

2. Related Work

Lattice decoding has been used to handle preprocessing am-
biguities. In speech translation, the whole process is divided
into two parts, speech recognition and machine translation.
An input of machine translation is generated by a speech
recognizer. However, there are many ambiguities in speech
recognition and 1-best quality of speech recognition is not
sufficiently high. The quality of machine translation using
only 1-best input is highly affected by errors in the input.
Therefore, many approaches which use multiple hypothe-
ses for speech recognition have been proposed. Bertoldi
et al. [1] used a confusion network, which is a kind of lat-
tice, as an input of machine translation. They made a con-
fusion network which represents multiple hypotheses gen-
erated by a speech recognizer and used confusion network
decoding. Bertoldi et al. [3] also proposed a method for
handling misspellings using confusion network decoding.
In text translation, the preprocessing is word segmentation.
However, word segmentation difficulties arise for languages
like Chinese, which are not separated by spaces, and lan-
guages like German, which have productive compounding.
Therefore, Dyer [2] employed a segmentation lattice, which
represents word segmentation ambiguities, and used lattice
decoding [4]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
is no work employing a lattice representing paraphrases of
an input sentence.

On the other hand, paraphrasing has been used to en-
rich SMT models. SMT systems learn translation mod-
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els from parallel sentences, so more parallel sentences lead
to better translation quality. However, the available paral-
lel sentences are limited. Therefore, many approaches to
augment parallel sentences using paraphrasing have been
proposed [5], [6]. Moreover, Callison-Burch et al. [7], [8]
proposed a method which augments a translation phrase
table using paraphrases which are automatically acquired
from parallel corpora [9]. However, there is no work which
augments input sentences by paraphrasing and representing
these paraphrases in lattices.

3. Paraphrase Lattice for SMT

An overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1. In
advance, we automatically acquire a paraphrase table from
a parallel corpus. Given an input sentence, we build a lattice
which represents paraphrases of the input sentence using the
paraphrase table which is acquired in advance. We call this
lattice a paraphrase lattice. Then, we give the paraphrase
lattice to a lattice decoder. The lattice decoder searches for
the best path of the paraphrase lattice and outputs the best
translation.

3.1 Paraphrase Table

A paraphrase table is a table which contains paraphrase pairs
and their paraphrase probabilities. We acquire a paraphrase
table from parallel corpus and build paraphrase lattices us-
ing the paraphrase table. In order to acquire paraphrases of
unseen phrases, a different parallel corpus than the one for
training is used to acquire the paraphrase table.

We acquire a paraphrase table from a parallel corpus
using Bannard and Callison-Burch’s method [9]. Their idea
is, if two different phrases f1, f2 in one language are aligned
to the same phrase c in another language, the two phrases are

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed method.

hypothesized to be paraphrases of each other. We acquired
a paraphrase table in the same way.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Build a phrase table.
Build a phrase table from a parallel corpus using
standard phrase-based SMT techniques. We used
GIZA++ [10] and grow-diag-final-and heuristic for
alignment.

2. Filter the phrase table by the sigtest-filter.
The phrase table built in 1 contains many inappropriate
phrase pairs. Therefore, in order to reduce the com-
putational costs in the next step and to acquire highly-
accurate paraphrase pairs, we filter the phrase table by
the sigtest-filter [11]. For the sigtest-filter, we used
“-l a+e -n 30” setting, which means that phrase pairs
which co-occur only once are removed and phrase pairs
which are in the top 30 of each source phrase are kept.

3. Calculate the paraphrase probability.
Calculate the paraphrase probability p( f2| f1) if f2 is hy-
pothesized to be a paraphrase of f1. The paraphrase
probability p( f2| f1) is defined at [9].

p( f2| f1) =
∑

c

P(c| f1)P( f2|c)

where P(c| f1) and P( f2|c) are phrase translation proba-
bilities which are calculated in 1. The paraphrase prob-
ability is also used for lattice decoding.

4. Acquire a paraphrase pair.
Acquire ( f1, f2) as a paraphrase pair if p( f2| f1) >
p( f1| f1). The purpose of this threshold is to keep highly
accurate paraphrase pairs. In experiments, more than
80% of the paraphrase pairs were eliminated by this
threshold.
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Fig. 2 An example of a paraphrase lattice. The input sentence is “is there a beauty salon ?”. Each
node represents a token. Three values under each node are features for lattice decoding.

3.2 Paraphrase Lattice

An input sentence is paraphrased using the paraphrase table
which is described in previous section and is transformed
into a paraphrase lattice. A paraphrase lattice is a lattice
which represents paraphrases of the input sentence. An ex-
ample of a paraphrase lattice is shown in Fig. 2. In this ex-
ample, an input sentence is

“is there a beauty salon ?”.

This paraphrase lattice contains two paraphrase pairs

“beauty salon”→ “beauty parlor”
“beauty salon”→ “salon”

and represents following three sentences.

“is there a beauty salon ?”
“is there a beauty parlor ?”
“is there a salon ?”

If “beauty salon” is not found in a phrase table, we
can’t translate “is there a beauty salon ?” properly even
if “beauty parlor” is found in the phrase table. However,
using the paraphrase lattice as an input of a lattice decoder,
we can translate it properly through the path for “is there a
beauty parlor ?”.

3.3 Lattice Decoding

We use Moses [12] to decode paraphrase lattices. Moses is
an open source SMT system which supports lattice decod-
ing. In lattice decoding, Moses searches the best path and
the best translation according to not only normal SMT fea-
tures but also additional features associated with each node
of the paraphrase lattice. Weights of these features are opti-
mized using Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) [13].

We use the following four features as additional fea-

tures:

• Paraphrase probability (p)
A paraphrase probability is the probability that a
source-side phrase f1 can be paraphrased into f2. The
paraphrase probabilities are calculated when acquiring
the paraphrase table.

hp = p( f2| f1) =
∑

c

P(c| f1)P( f2|c)

• Language model score (l)
A language model score is the ratio between the
source-side language model probability of the para-
phrased sentence (para) and that of the original in-
put sentence (orig). We use a 5-gram language model
trained by the SRI Language Modeling Toolkit [14].

hl =
lm(para)
lm(orig)

• Normalized language model score (L)
A normalized language model score is the same as
the language model score, except the language model
probability is normalized by the sentence length. The
sentence length is calculated as the number of tokens.

hL =
LM(para)
LM(orig)

where

LM(sent) = lm(sent)
1

length(sent)

• Paraphrase length (d)
A paraphrase length is the difference between the origi-
nal input sentence length and the paraphrased sentence
length.

hd = exp(length(para) − length(orig))
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Table 1 Training corpus statistics of IWSLT dataset.

English↔ Japanese English↔ Chinese

Sentences 39,953 39,953
Tokens 365,229 429,365 365,229 351,060
Distinct 9,814 11,413 9,814 11,178

Table 2 Training corpus statistics of Europarl dataset. We filtered out long sentences (more than 40
tokens).

German↔ English German↔ Spanish Spanish↔ English

Sentences 997,575 948,385 964,133
Tokens 20,341,901 21,432,529 18,973,290 20,579,857 20,823,726 20,210,162
Distinct 226,385 74,579 215,005 112,321 112,771 72,504

Values of these features are calculated only if the node
is the first node of a paraphrased path. In other nodes, in-
cluding original nodes, the values of these features are 1.
For example, in Fig. 2, “beauty” and “parlor” node are
added to the paraphrase lattice because “beauty parlor” is
a paraphrase of “beauty salon”. Then, the feature values of
“beauty” are calculated as follows, and the feature values of
“parlor” are all 1.

hp = p(“beauty parlor”|“beauty salon”) = 0.25

hl =
lm(“is there a beauty parlor ?”)
lm(“is there a beauty salon ?”)

= 1.17

hd = exp(6 − 6) = 1

The features related to the source-side language model,
such as (l) and (L), are affected by the source-side context
even if the same paraphrase pair is applied. As these fea-
tures can penalize paraphrases which are not appropriate to
the source-side context, likely appropriate paraphrases are
selected and appropriate translations are output in lattice de-
coding. The features related to the sentence length, such
as (L) and (d), are added to penalize the source-side lan-
guage model score in case the paraphrased sentence length
is shorter than the original input sentence length and the
source-side language model score is unreasonably low.

4. Experiments

In order to evaluate our proposed method, we conducted
experiments with various translation directions and various
training corpus sizes.

4.1 Datasets

We used the IWSLT dataset [15] and the Europarl
dataset [16].

4.1.1 IWSLT

We conducted English-to-Japanese (en→ja) and English-to-
Chinese (en→zh) translation experiments using the IWSLT
dataset. This dataset contains training sets of nearly 40 K
sentences (detailed statistics are shown in Table 1) and about
500-sentence sets (dev1, dev2 and dev3) for development

and evaluation. The domain for the IWSLT dataset is travel,
and the average sentence length is short (about 8 tokens).
We used the dev1 set for parameter tuning (MERT), the dev2
set for selecting the best setting, which is described below,
for the proposed system and the dev3 set for evaluation.

4.1.2 Europarl

We conducted German (de), English (en) and Spanish (es)
translation experiments using the Europarl dataset provided
for the WMT08 shared task†. This dataset contains training
sets of close to 1 M sentences (detailed statistics are shown
in Table 2), a nearly 1.4 M-sentence set for building a lan-
guage model and 2000-sentence sets (dev2006, devtest2006,
test2006 and test2007 and test2008) for development and
evaluation. The Europarl corpus is extracted from European
Parliament proceedings, and the average sentence length is
long (about 30 tokens). We used the dev2006 set for param-
eter tuning, the devtest2006 set for selecting the best setting
of the proposed system and the other sets for evaluation.

4.2 Baseline Systems

We used a default Moses system (Moses) and a system pro-
posed by Callison-Burch et al. [7] (CCB) as baseline sys-
tems.

4.2.1 Moses

We used Moses with the default settings and no para-
phrasing. In Moses, we used phrase translation model (5
features), 5-gram target-side language model (1 feature),
distance-based reordering model (1 feature), lexicalized re-
ordering model (6 features) and word penalty (1 feature).
These features were also used in CCB system and the pro-
posed system.

4.2.2 CCB

Callison-Burch et al. proposed a method that augments a
translation phrase table using paraphrases in order to trans-
late unseen phrases. We implemented their method in the

†http://www.statmt.org/wmt08/shared-task.html
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Table 3 Translation results for IWSLT dataset (%BLEU). ∗∗, ∗ and � indicate significance level of
p < 0.01, p < 0.05 and p < 0.1 respectively.

Direction Moses CCB Proposed vs Moses vs CCB Paraphrase table size

en→ja 38.98 39.24 40.34 +1.36 ∗ +1.10 � 53 K (from en-zh)
en→zh 25.11 26.14 27.06 +1.95 ∗∗ +0.92 ∗ 47 K (from en-ja)

Table 4 Translation results with various translation directions. The training corpus size of each di-
rection is 10 K sentences. Paraphrase table size is calculated as the number of paraphrase pairs. ∗∗ and
� indicate significance level of p < 0.01 and p < 0.1 respectively.

Direction Moses CCB Proposed vs Moses vs CCB Optimal setting Paraphrase table size

de→en 20.61 21.63 21.69 +1.07 ∗∗ +0.05 � (p), (p, l, d) 5.3 M (from de-es)
de→es 19.66 20.45 20.85 +1.19 ∗∗ +0.40 ∗∗ (p), (p, l, d) 6.2 M (from de-en)
en→de 15.82 15.89 16.08 +0.26 ∗∗ +0.19 ∗∗ (p), (p, l, d) 2.7 M (from en-es)
en→es 27.23 27.50 27.65 +0.42 ∗∗ +0.15 ∗∗ (L), (p) 3.7 M (from en-de)
es→de 15.10 15.37 15.54 +0.44 ∗∗ +0.17 ∗∗ (p), (p, l, d) 4.2 M (from es-en)
es→en 26.66 27.19 27.38 +0.71 ∗∗ +0.18 ∗∗ (L), (p, l) 4.2 M (from es-de)

Moses decoder. Using the paraphrase table described in
Sect. 3.1, we augmented the phrase table with paraphrased
phrases not found in the original phrase table. As mentioned
in [7], we also used an additional feature. If the entry is gen-
erated by paraphrasing, the value of this feature is the para-
phrase probability (p). If otherwise, the value is 1. Weights
of this feature and other Moses features described above
were optimized using MERT. In experiments using the Eu-
roparl dataset, we used 1-best paraphrase pair per phrase to
avoid combinatorial explosion of the phrase table.

4.3 Proposed System

In the proposed system, we conducted experiments with var-
ious settings for paraphrasing and lattice decoding. Then,
we selected the best setting according to the BLEU score of
the dev2 set on IWSLT and the devtest2006 set on Europarl.

4.3.1 Paraphrase Limiting

Since the paraphrase table is automatically acquired, there
are many erroneous paraphrase pairs. Building paraphrase
lattices using all the erroneous paraphrase pairs and decod-
ing these paraphrase lattices causes degradation in transla-
tion quality and a high computational complexity. There-
fore, we limited the number of paraphrasing per phrase
and per sentence. The number of paraphrasings per phrase
was limited to 3 in IWSLT and 1 in Europarl. The
number of paraphrasings per sentence was limited to 2 ×
(sentence length) in IWSLT and 0.5 × (sentence length) in
Europarl.

As a criterion for limiting the number of paraphras-
ings, we use three features (p), (l) and (L), which are the
same as the features described in Sect. 3.3. When building
paraphrase lattices, we apply paraphrase pairs in descend-
ing order of the value of the criterion. Using the source-side
language model score as a criterion, paraphrase pairs which
are suitable for the context are preferred.

4.3.2 Features for Lattice Decoding

In experiments, we use four combinations of features, (p),
(p, l), (p, L) and (p, l, d). Weights of these features and
other Moses features are optimized using MERT.

4.3.3 Finding Optimal Settings

As previously mentioned, we have three choices for the cri-
terion for building paraphrase lattices and four combinations
of features for lattice decoding. Thus, there are 3 × 4 = 12
combinations of these settings. We conducted parameter
tuning (MERT) with the dev1 set and the dev2006 set for
each setting and selected as best the setting which received
the highest BLEU score for the dev2 set and the devtest2006
set.

4.4 Results

We conducted experiments with various translation direc-
tions and various training corpus sizes using the IWSLT
dataset and the Europarl dataset. The experimental results
are shown in Table 3 to Table 5. We used the case-insensitive
BLEU score [17] for evaluation. We used the BLEU score
for the dev3 set of the IWSLT dataset and the average of the
BLEU scores for the test2006, test2007 and test2008 sets
of the Europarl dataset. Statistical significance of the dif-
ference from the baseline systems was measured by using
paired bootstrap resampling [18].

4.4.1 IWSLT

Table 3 shows the experimental results for en→ja and
en→zh translations. For en→ja translation, 53 K pairs of
English paraphrases were acquired from the en-zh paral-
lel corpus. Similarly, for en→zh translation, 47 K pairs
of English paraphrases were acquired from the en-ja par-
allel corpus. In en→ja translation, the proposed system
obtained the highest score with 40.34 and an absolute im-
provement of 1.36 BLEU points over Moses and 1.10 BLEU
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Table 5 Translation results (de→en) with various training corpus sizes. The paraphrase rate is a
percentage of sentences which were translated through paraphrased path. ∗∗ and � indicate significance
level of p < 0.01 and p < 0.1 respectively.

Corpus size Moses CCB Proposed vs Moses vs CCB Optimal setting Paraphrase rate

10 K 20.61 21.63 21.69 +1.07 ∗∗ +0.05 � (p), (p, l, d) 82.1%
20 K 22.64 22.83 23.54 +0.90 ∗∗ +0.70 ∗∗ (p), (p, l, d) 75.5%
40 K 24.04 24.71 24.70 +0.66 ∗∗ −0.01 (L), (p, L) 65.4%
80 K 25.25 25.42 25.83 +0.58 ∗∗ +0.41 ∗∗ (p), (p, l, d) 57.6%

160 K 26.35 26.23 26.44 +0.10 � +0.21 ∗∗ (p), (p, l) 19.5%
320 K 27.19 27.23 27.32 +0.13 � +0.09 (p), (p, l, d) 24.6%
640 K 27.69 27.47 27.75 +0.06 +0.27 ∗∗ (L), (p, l, d) 5.8%

All (1.0 M) 27.90 27.92 28.05 +0.16 ∗∗ +0.13 ∗∗ (p), (p, l) 16.5%

Table 6 Translation examples on IWSLT.

Source: i’d like to get my trousers pressed by ten tomorrow morning .
Reference: このズボンを明朝十時迄にプレスして下さい。
Moses Output: 明日の朝の十時迄に trousersにアイロンを掛けて欲しいのですが。
Paraphrase: trousers⇒ pants
Proposed Output: 明日の朝十時迄に私のズボンにアイロンを掛けて頂きたいのですが。
Source: give me some anodyne , please .
Reference: 鎮痛剤を下さい。
Moses Output: anodyneを見せて下さい。
Paraphrase: anodyne⇒ sedative
Proposed Output: 鎮痛剤を御願いします。
Source: i’d like the smallest one you have .
Reference: 一番小さいのが良いです。
Moses Output: 一番小さい物が欲しいのですが。
Paraphrase: smallest⇒ small
Proposed Output: 小さいのが欲しいのですが。

points over CCB. In en→zh translation, the proposed sys-
tem also obtained the highest score with 27.06 and an abso-
lute improvement of 1.95 BLEU points over Moses and 0.92
BLEU points over CCB. As the relation of three systems is
Moses < CCB < Proposed, paraphrasing is useful for SMT
and using paraphrase lattices and lattice decoding especially
is more useful than augmenting the phrase table.

In the Proposed system, the optimal criteria for build-
ing paraphrase lattices and the combination of features for
lattice decoding were (p) and (p, L) in en→ja translation
and (L) and (p, l) in en→zh translation. In each case, since
the features related to the source-side language model were
selected, using a source-side language model is useful for
decoding paraphrase lattices.

Table 6 shows translation examples. The first and sec-
ond examples show that paraphrasing improves the transla-
tion quality. On the other hand, the third example shows
a degraded example where the meaning of the sentence is
changed by paraphrasing.

4.4.2 Europarl

We conducted translation experiments with various direc-
tions. Table 4 shows the experimental results. The training
corpus size in each direction is 10 K sentences. In all direc-
tions, the proposed system received a higher BLEU score
than the baseline systems. We acquired paraphrase tables
from different parallel corpora than those for training. For
example, in de→en translation, we acquired a paraphrase ta-
ble from 1 M de-es parallel corpus. The sizes of the acquired

paraphrase tables vary from 2.7 M pairs to 6.2 M pairs. As
German had many distinct tokens, about three times as many
as English, the size of German paraphrase table was larger
than English one. As a result, improvements against Moses
are large in de→en and de→es translations but small in
en→de and en→es translations.

Table 5 shows the experimental results of de→en trans-
lation with various sizes of training corpora. We used 10 K,
20 K, 40 K, 80 K, 160 K, 320 K, 640 K and all (about 1.0 M)
sentences for training and 5.3 M pairs of paraphrases. The
proposed system consistently received a higher score than
the baseline systems except for 40 K, where the proposed
system was slightly inferior to CCB. However, as the size
of the training corpus increases, gains over the baseline de-
crease and the paraphrase rate drops. This shows that the
number of useful paraphrases decreases as a result of the
broadness of the training corpus coverage.

The optimal criteria for building paraphrase lattices and
the combination of features for lattice decoding on each ex-
periment are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. The setting of
(p) and (p, l, d) was selected in many cases and the features
related to the source-side language model were selected in
every case.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel method for transforming an in-
put sentence into a paraphrase lattice, which represents para-
phrases of the input sentence, and applying lattice decoding.
Since our method can employ source-side language models
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as a decoding feature, a lattice decoder can select a proper
paraphrased path and translate it properly. The experimental
results showed that the proposed method consistently out-
performed baseline systems in various translation directions
and various training corpus sizes.

In the future, we plan to apply this method with para-
phrases derived from a massive corpus such as the Web cor-
pus and apply this method to a hierarchical phrase-based
SMT.
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